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Overview

Clara AGX SDK is a collection of documentation, drivers, and reference applications that has been designed by NVIDIA to help developers build end-to-end streaming workflows for medical imaging applications. From training neural networks using the Transfer Learning Toolkit, to building a streaming inference application using DeepStream, to deployment on a Jetson AGX embedded device; the Clara AGX SDK takes an incremental approach to introduce concepts and NVIDIA technology in a way that can be applied irrespective of previous development experience in the field of medical imaging.

While the ultimate goal of the Clara AGX SDK is to deploy applications on a Jetson AGX embedded device, the SDK includes x86 Linux versions of the sample applications in order to provide a cross-platform development environment that can be used even without access to Jetson AGX device. In any case, an NVIDIA GPU will be required in order to utilize the Transfer Learning Toolkit, DeepStream, TensorRT, CUDA, and any other NVIDIA software components that are used by the Clara AGX SDK (see Prerequisites).
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Clara AGX SDK Components

The Clara AGX SDK has been divided into a number of separate installation packages, as follows.

2.1 Clara AGX TLT

The Clara AGX TLT package provides a sample annotated data set as well as various scripts that are used to train a neural network and output a TensorRT runtime inference engine that can be used with the sample applications.

The sample data set consists of 300 images of the Learning Resources Anatomy Model that has been annotated with stomach and intestines regions. This data set can be used as-is with the DeepStream and Endoscopy Sample Apps, which include prebuilt TensorRT engines generated using this dataset. Alternatively, a custom data set and corresponding inference model may be annotated and generated by the user using utility scripts provided in the AGX TLT package and following the Model Creation section in this documentation.
Sample Image of the Learning Resources Anatomy Model

**Tip:** If you do not have the Learning Resources Anatomy Model available, the stomach and intestines inference on this model that is done by the sample application can be tested by simply pointing your camera device to a screen showing any of the images for this data set that are included with the AGX TLT package in the `data/organs` directory.

## 2.2 Sample Applications

Building a powerful end-to-end inference application using DeepStream and TensorRT requires the use of a number of different software libraries that can be overwhelming if starting with no knowledge of these libraries. To help alleviate this problem, the AGX SDK includes three different sample applications that build on top of one another to incrementally introduce new components and features.

All of the sample applications included with the AGX SDK are written in C and/or C++.

### 2.2.1 GStreamer Sample

The GStreamer sample application is the most basic sample which demonstrates the use of the GStreamer framework in order to simply capture image frames from a camera and then render the captured video stream onto the display. This sample does not make use of DeepStream, but since DeepStream functionality is exposed to applications via GStreamer framework plugins, a basic understanding
2.2.2 DeepStream Sample

The DeepStream sample application builds on top of the GStreamer sample by including the DeepStream inference plugin into the pipeline such that the stomach and intestines regions of the sample model are identified by bounding boxes rendered on top of the video stream. Alternatively, the sample model can be replaced with a user-provided model (by changing a configuration file used by the sample) to identify regions specified by the custom model.

This sample also expands on the GStreamer sample by providing multi-camera support, as well as the ability to send the captured and annotated video across a UDP H.264 video stream such that it can be viewed by another remote system.

The DeepStream sample is available for Jetson AGX and Linux, and are located in the DeepstreamJetsonAGXSample and DeepstreamLinuxHostSample directories, respectively.

2.2.3 Endoscopy Sample

The Endoscopy sample builds on top of the DeepStream sample by adding runtime controls that are specific to the model and inferencing that is performed by DeepStream. These controls include the ability to switch between multiple inference models, and to enable/disable the annotation of the inference regions that are provided by the models. The UI is also modified to provide a more streamlined experience that might be desirable for an application that is deployed into medical imaging environments.

The Endoscopy sample is available only for Jetson AGX, and is located in the EndoscopyJetsonAGXSample directory.
2.3 Jetson AGX to Windows x86 PCIe Connectivity

Many applications that are used today in medical environments have been built on and depend on the use of Windows computers. Replacing these applications with ones that support Linux is often prohibitively expensive, and so the Jetson AGX platform offers a high-bandwidth solution for integrating Jetson AGX embedded devices with existing Windows x86 host systems.

By connecting an x86 Windows host to a Jetson AGX target device via a PCIe ribbon cable, the Jetson AGX device will be able to act as a PCIe endpoint device on the Windows host computer, appearing as if it is a network device. This connection is then used to setup a virtual network between the Windows host and the Jetson AGX target, providing a network connection between the two that can leverage the full bandwidth provided by PCIe.

Enabling this PCIe connection requires some additional hardware (see Prerequisites), as well as the two additional software components included with the AGX SDK:

- **Windows PCIe Virtual Ethernet Drivers.** These must be installed onto the Windows host system, and are located in the Windows10 directory of the AGX SDK.

- **Jetson AGX PCIe Endpoint Scripts.** These scripts are installed and run on the Jetson AGX device, and are include with the Clara AGX Tools package in the JetsonAGX directory of the AGX SDK.
PCIe Connection Between Jetson AGX and Windows Host
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Prerequisites

The Clara AGX SDK has been optimized to work with either the Jetson AGX Xavier or Clara AGX Development Kits. The following additional components are required to make use of various feature or samples included with the AGX SDK.

3.1 JetPack Software

The following components must be installed onto the AGX device using the NVIDIA SDK Manager.

- JetPack 4.4.0
- DeepStream 5.0

3.2 CSI Camera Module

A CSI camera module is used for the execution of the DeepStream and endoscopy sample applications on the target AGX device. While many CSI camera modules should work with the samples, the following have been tested and are recommended.

- Clara AGX HDMI Input Module (Included with Clara AGX Development Kit)
- Leopard IMX-274
- Leopard IMX-390 with the GMSL kit

Note: The Leopard IMX-390 requires a custom kernel, which can be built using the L4T kernel build instructions

3.3 USB Camera

The DeepStream Sample application may also be run on either the NVIDIA Xavier or the Linux x86 host machine using a USB camera. Many USB cameras should be compatible, but the following have been tested with the AGX SDK.

- Logitech C270
• Logitech C310

### 3.4 Linux x86 Host

The AGX SDK sample applications and optional model training requires a Linux x86 PC with the following hardware and software.

- An NVIDIA Quadro® or Tesla® GPU that supports CUDA 10.2.
  - If training a new model from a data set, the GPU must have at least 8GB of GDDR memory.
- At least 8GB of RAM
- Ubuntu 18.04
- CUDA 10.2
- TensorRT 7.0
- NVIDIA Docker

### 3.5 PCIe Virtual Ethernet

A high-bandwidth virtual ethernet connection can be setup using a PCIe connection between an AGX device and another AGX or x86 based host device using the following connectors.

- PCIe x8 Card Edge to Card Edge Ribbon Cable
- E3317-A01 PCIe RX/TX Swap Board

If using a Windows x86 host for the PCIe virtual ethernet connection, the Windows version installed on this PC must be Windows 10 version 1909.
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SDK Installation

The Clara AGX SDK can be installed either manually, or automated via the NVIDIA SDK Manager.

4.1 Manual Installation

The manual installation package of the Clara AGX SDK consists of a single zip archive that contains various installation packages for the AGX, Linux x86, an Windows 10 platforms. It also contains this documentation and an archive containing the sample data set and scripts that were used to train the models that are used with the sample applications.

Installing this package consists of extracting and/or installing the packages onto the platform for which the packages target (based on the package directory and file name).

For example, the following command can be used to install the DeepStream sample application package:

```
$ sudo apt install ./clara-agx-deepstream-sample-src_*_arm64.deb
```

4.2 SDK Manager Installation

Starting with Clara AGX SDK version 2.0, the NVIDIA SDK Manager can be used to automate the installation process for the Clara AGX SDK. If using the SDK Manager for the installation, please refer to the information button within the SDK Manager installation page to inspect where various components were installed or extracted to.
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Camera Setup and Verification

This page outlines how to verify the camera setup used with the Jetson target and x86 host devices to ensure they are functioning properly for use with the sample applications.

5.1 Jetson Camera Setup

1. Connect a CSI or USB camera module to your Jetson AGX module.
   - Please see the Prerequisites section for the list of compatible camera devices.
2. Run one of the following commands to prove that capture is working correctly. In all cases, a window should be rendered onto the display with a live stream from the capture.
   - CSI Camera
     
     ```bash
     $ gst-launch-1.0 nvarguscamerasrc ! 'video/x-raw(memory:NVMM),
     width=(int)1920, height=(int)1080, format=(string)NV12,
     framerate=(fraction)30/1' ! nvoverlaysink -e
     ```
   - CSI HDMI Input Board
     
     ```bash
     $ gst-launch-1.0 v4l2src io-mode=mmap device=/dev/video0 ! 'video/x-raw,
     format=(string)BGRA, width=(int)1920, height=(int)1080,
     framerate=(fraction)60/1' ! \n     capssetter join=true caps='video/x-raw, format=(string)RGBA' ! \n     nvvidconv ! 'video/x-raw(memory:NVMM)' ! nv3dsink sync=false
     ```
   - USB Camera
     
     ```bash
     $ gst-launch-1.0 v4l2src device=/dev/video0 ! xvimagesink
     ```

   **Note:** Replace `/dev/video0` in the commands above with the path that corresponds to the device being tested.

3. Press `Ctrl+C` to exit the camera capture.
5.2 Linux x86 Camera Setup

1. Connect a USB camera to your Linux x86 host.

2. Run the following command to prove that capture is working correctly. A window should be rendered onto the display with a live stream from the camera.

   $ gst-launch-1.0 v4l2src device=/dev/video1 ! xvimagesink

   **Note:** Replace /dev/video0 in the command above with the path that corresponds to the USB camera device being tested.

3. Press **Ctrl+C** to exit the camera capture.

5.3 Streaming Camera Setup Check

The DeepStream sample application offers the ability to stream the camera image from the target device to a remote host system using a UDP data stream. These steps can be followed to ensure that both the target and host systems are setup correctly for this streaming to work.

5.3.1 Jetson

1. Ensure the camera capture is working as described in the **Jetson Camera Setup** section, above.

2. Run the following command to start streaming the camera capture, replacing `<IP_ADDRESS>` with the IP address of the host system that will be receiving the stream.

   $ gst-launch-1.0 nvarguscamerasrc ! 'video/x-raw(memory:NVMM),
   →width=(int)1920, height=(int)1080, format=(string)NV12,
   →framerate=(fraction)30/1' ! \
   omxh264enc control-rate=2 bitrate=4000000 ! 'video/x-h264, stream-
   →format=(string)byte-stream' ! \
   h264parse ! rtph264pay mtu=1400 ! udpsink host=<IP_ADDRESS>
   →port=5000 sync=false async=false

5.3.2 Linux Host

Use the following command to start streaming the camera capture on a Linux x86 host (close with **Ctrl+C**):

$ gst-launch-1.0 udpsrc port=5000 ! application/x-rtp,encoding-name=H264,  →payload=96 ! rtph264depay ! queue ! avdec_h264 ! autovideosink sync=false

5.3.3 Windows Host

1. Download GStreamer for Windows.

2. Install GStreamer on Windows:
a. Run the `.msi` installer.

b. At the Choose Setup Type screen, select **Custom**.

c. Locate the “GStreamer 1.0 livab wrapper” item. Use the dropdown to select **Will be installed on local hard drive**.

d. Click **Next** and install GStreamer.

3. Add GStreamer to the Windows path environment variable:

a. Press **Win+S** to open the search window and type “env” into the search field. Select **Edit the system environment variables**.

b. Click the **Environment Variables...** button.

c. Under **System Variables**, select the **Path** variable and click **Edit**.

d. In the **Edit environment variable** window, click **New**. Enter “%GSTREAMER_ROOT_X86%bin” into the field.

e. Use the **OK** buttons to close the environment/properties windows you opened.

4. Use the following command to start streaming the camera capture:

```
$ gst-launch-1.0 udpsrc port=5000 ! application/x-rtp,encoding-
  name=H264, payload=96 ! rtph264depay ! queue ! avdec_h264 !
  autovideosink sync=false
```

5. When asked, select **Allow Access** for “gst-launch-1.0.exe”.

You should see the camera-capture stream in a window on your desktop. You can exit the window by clicking the “X” in the upper-right corner of the window.
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Windows PCIe Virtual Ethernet

Perform the following steps to setup the PCIe virtual ethernet connection between an AGX and a Windows 10 host.

6.1 Setup with PCI/vETH

**Important:** Ensure your Windows PC is running Windows 10 version 1909.

1. Connect the RX/TX swap board to the host machine. The swap board is directional and must be plugged directly into a PCIe slot on the host machine.
2. Connect the PCIe jumper cable from the RX/TX swap board to the Jetson module.
The E3317-A01 RX/TX swap board and 8x PCIe jumper cable
3. Configure and flash the Jetson AGX as an endpoint device.
   a. Install the `clara-agx-tools_<version>_arm64.deb` package on the Jetson AGX:
      
      ```bash
      $ sudo dpkg -i ./clara-agx-tools_<version>_arm64.deb
      ```
   
   b. Turn on PCIe Endpoint mode:
      
      ```bash
      $ sudo ./jetson-edit-odmdata.py --pcie-ep
      ```
   
   c. Reboot the Jetson AGX board.
   
   **Note:** If you don’t have your own device image, skip ahead to step 5.
d. If you have your own device image, you can change the BCT for the board prior to flashing:
   i. In the image output directory, open the `Linux_for_Tegra/p2972-0000.conf.common` file and change the following line:
   
   `ODMDATA=0x9190000`
   
   to
   
   `ODMDATA=0x9191000`
   
   ii. Flash the Jetson AGX with the following command. The Jetson AGX will reboot after completing this action.
   
   `$ sudo ./flash.sh p2972-0000-devkit mmcblk0p1`

   **Important:** The above steps only need to be performed once, but subsequent steps must be repeated every time a reboot occurs on the Jetson AGX module or Windows machine.

4. To start the PCIe endpoint drivers on the Jetson AGX module, run the `enable_pcie_ep.sh` script. Alternatively, you can execute the following commands:

   `$ cd /sys/kernel/config/pci_ep`
   `$ sudo mkdir functions/pci_epf_tvnet/func`
   `$ sudo ln -s functions/pci_epf_tvnet/func controllers/141a0000.pcie_ep`
   `$ echo 1 | sudo tee controllers/141a0000.pcie_ep/start`

5. Boot up the Windows host machine. Once it has finished booting, you should see the following output from the Jetson AGX kernel log, confirming that the host machine sees the Jetson AGX PCIe device:

   `$ dmesg`
   ...
   `[ 1006.326913] tegra-pcie-dw 141a0000.pcie_ep: EP init done`

6. Boot into Windows with Driver Signature Verification disabled. This will allow you to install unsigned Jetson AGX drivers. You can boot into this mode as a one time activity or set it as a persistent configuration:

   a. **One-time boot**
      i. Press **Win+S** to open the search window and type “startup options” into the search field.
      ii. Select **Change advanced startup options**, which should be the top search result.
      iii. Click **Restart Now** under **Advanced Startup**.
      iv. When the restart screen loads, go to **Troubleshooting > Advanced Options > Startup Settings**. Click the **Restart** button to restart the machine.
      v. When the machine displays a boot menu, press 7 to boot with **Disable driver signature enforcement**.

   b. **Persistent unsigned driver support**
      i. Press **Win+X** to open the Windows Power User Task menu. Select **Windows PowerShell (Admin)**.
ii. Execute the following on the command line:

```
> Bcdedit.exe -set TESTSIGNING ON
```

iii. Reboot the machine. After logging in to Windows, you should see a “Test Mode” string on the bottom-right of the desktop.

7. Install Windows drivers for Jetson AGX using the provided `JetsonAGXSetup.msi` installer package (this also requires `setup.exe`).

**Note:** These drivers only support Windows 10 version 1909.

a. Open the Device Manager in Windows.

b. Expand the **Other devices** section.

c. Right-click the **Network Controller** device and select properties.

d. Select **Update Driver**, then **Browse my computer for driver software**.

e. Select the directory where the Jetson AGX drivers are located. The Jetson AGX installer places them in `C:\Program Files\NVIDIA Corporation\NVIDIA Jetson AGX Driver\Driver` by default. You can find a link to this directory in your Start Menu under **NVIDIA Corporation > Browse Jetson AGX Drivers**.

f. Approve the installation of the unsigned driver by selecting **Install this driver software anyway**.

After installation, the **Jetson AGX Development Kit** device will appear in Device Manager under **Network adapters**.
8. Bring up the virtual Ethernet connection on both the host and the Jetson AGX endpoint.

Note: Both endpoint and host maintain their local link state independently of each other; the link is only considered connected or active when both endpoint links are up. The interfaces should be brought up with static IPs that are visible to one another—in this example, the host uses 192.168.50.1 and the endpoint uses 192.168.50.2.

a. Windows Host: Bring up the Virtual Network using the Windows tools with command line and the AGX Control App.

i. Windows tools and command line
   1. Open the Control Panel.
   2. Select View network status and tasks under Network and Internet.
   3. Select Change adapter settings on the left sidebar.
   4. Right-click the Jetson AGX Development Kit connection and select Properties.
   6. Set the IP address to “192.168.50.1” and the Subnet mask to “255.255.255.0”.
   7. Click OK and close all Control Panel windows.
   9. Execute the following to bring up the link:

```
> AGXControl.exe up
```

Tip: The link can be brought down with the down argument.

ii. AGX Control App
   1. Ensure the Visual Studio Redistributable VC_redist.x64.exe is installed. This executable is delivered as part of the SDK and allows you to use the AGX Control App.
   2. Go to the Start Menu and locate the NVIDIA Corporation folder.
   3. Right-click AGX Control App and select Run as administrator.
   4. Click the UP button. This will enable the virtual Ethernet link as if you just plugged in the cable.

6.1. Setup with PCI/vETH
5. Configure the **IP Address**, **Default Gateway**, and **Subnet Mask** if they show only “...”. Click **Apply** to configure the new IP parameters.

6. If the **UP** button is grayed out and the app shows **Not Found**, click the **Retest** button in the top-right. If that doesn’t work, your device did not come up properly: Investigate the Device Manager first.

7. On your Windows desktop, right-click the Ethernet network symbol in the Tool-
bars section on the bottom right and select **Open Network & Internet Settings**. Agree to allow all connections to this network. Make sure the network is enabled.

b. **Jetson AGX Endpoint**: Configure the network interface using Network Manager.

i. **Using the command line**

   ```bash
   $ sudo ifconfig eth1 up 192.168.50.2
   ```

ii. **Using the Network Manager**

   i. Click the icon of the two opposing arrows in the top-right.

   ![Icon of two opposing arrows](image)

   ii. Select **Edit Connections…** from the dropdown menu.

   ![Network Manager interface](image)

   iii. Select the Ethernet connection that is not labeled **Wired connection 1** (e.g. select **Wired connection 3** instead) and click the gear icon on the bottom-left of the window to edit the connection.
iv. In the Editing `<connection_name>` window, go to the IPv4 Settings tab and do the following:


b. Click the Add button. Enter a valid IP address, netmask, and gateway. Then hit Enter to confirm.

c. Click the Save button on the lower right to save the settings.

v. Confirm that the new settings have taken effect by typing `ifconfig` at a Terminal window (the settings are listed under “eth1”). It may take a little while for the new settings to propagate.

**Tip:** If the Network Manager is not installed, you can use the command
line instead (e.g. \$ sudo ifconfig eth1 up 192.168.50.2). We only recommend using the command line if the Network Manager is not installed since the Network Manager may overwrite the command-line setting at runtime.

9. Verify the network setup on the Windows host by navigating to Control Panel > Network and Internet > View Network Status and Tasks > Change Adapter Settings. The Windows connection to the Jetson AGX module will show as “unplugged” until both the host and endpoint links are up, at which point it will become “connected” and the Ethernet connection will be made available. You can verify the connection using any type of network connection, such as pinging the endpoint or opening an ssh session.

Virtual Ethernet shows as “unplugged” because both links are not up yet.

Virtual Ethernet is connected because both links are up.
6.2 Windows Setup Troubleshooting

6.2.1 Networking/Firewall

The firewall configuration on Windows can cause connection issues: for example, by default Windows does not allow ping messages through. Follow these steps to modify the Windows Firewall:

1. Press Win+S to open the search window and type “firewall” into the search field. Select Windows Defender Firewall from the list.
2. Select Advanced settings on the left sidebar.
4. Select the File and Printer Sharing (Echo Request - ICMPv4-In) rule. There are two of these rules; either will work.
5. From the Actions menu on the right, select Properties.
6. Select the Advanced tab in the Properties window.
7. Ensure all three boxes under Profiles are checked: Domain, Private, and Public.
8. Click OK to save the changes.
9. Select the File and Printer Sharing (Echo Request - ICMPv4-In) rule again and click Enable Rule in the Actions menu.

6.2.2 Power Management

We recommend turning off power management features for Windows 10 to avoid losing PCIe connectivity between Windows and the Jetson AGX endpoint. If the Windows 10 machine goes to sleep, the Jetson AGX will reset, and you will need to reinitialize both devices.

Press Win+S to open the search window and type “power”. Select Power & sleep settings from the list. Under Sleep, set the interval to Never (you may need to scroll down to the bottom of the options list).
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Switching Between iGPU and dGPU

The Clara AGX Developer Kit can use either the Xavier AGX module GPU (iGPU, integrated GPU) or the RTX6000 add-in card GPU (dGPU, discrete GPU). Only one GPU can be used at a time, with the iGPU being the default after flashing the Clara AGX SDK with JetPack. Switching between the iGPU and dGPU is performed using the `nvgpuswitch.py` script contained in `/usr/local/bin`.

To view the currently installed drivers and their version, use the query command:

```
$ nvgpuswitch.py query
iGPU (nvidia-l4t-cuda, 32.5.0-20201012161040)
```

To install the dGPU drivers, use the install command with the dGPU parameter (note that sudo must be used to install drivers):

```
$ sudo nvgpuswitch.py install dGPU
```

The install command will begin by printing out the list of commands that will be executed as part of the driver install, then will continue to execute those commands. This aids with debugging if any of the commands fail to execute for any reason. The following debug arguments may also be provided with the install command:

```
-d  Does a dry run, showing the commands that would be executed by the install but does not execute them.
-v  Enable verbose output (used with `-d` to describe each of the commands that would be run).
-i  Run commands interactively (asks before running each command).
-l [LOG]  Writes a log of the install to the file `LOG'.
```

The dGPU driver install may be verified once again using the query command:

```
$ nvgpuswitch.py query
dGPU (cuda-drivers, 455.32.00-1)
```

After the dGPU drivers have been installed, rebooting the system will complete the switch to the dGPU. At this point the Ubuntu desktop will be output via DisplayPort on the dGPU, and so the display cable must be switched from the onboard HDMI to DisplayPort on the dGPU.

If at any time you want to switch back to iGPU, use the install command with the iGPU parameter:
$ sudo nvGPUswitch.py install iGPU

After the iGPU drivers have been installed, rebooting the system will complete the switch to the iGPU. At this point the Ubuntu desktop will be output via the onboard HDMI, and so the display cable must be switched from the DisplayPort on the dGPU to the onboard HDMI.

**Note:** The GPU settings will persist through reboots until it is changed again with nvGPUswitch.py.
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Data Set Generation

The Clara AGX SDK includes a sample data set that consists of 300 images of the Learning Resources Anatomy Model that has been annotated with stomach and intestines regions. The sample applications by default use a model that has been trained using this sample dataset, allowing the samples to be run out of the box without having to generate a new data set or train a new model. This sample data set has been included in the Clara AGX TLT package in the data/organs subdirectory, and is also the default in all training-related scripts included in this package.

Once the Clara AGX SDK sample applications have been installed and tested, a common next step for the user is to create their own data set and to train a new inference model that can be loaded by the sample application in order to perform inference using the user-provided data set.

There are many ways for data sets to be captured and annotated for training purposes, and these instructions describe just one method that has been used and simplified using the scripts included in the Clara AGX TLT package.

These instructions must be followed on an x86 Linux PC with a camera device available.

8.1 Capturing Images

The bin/capture.sh script assists in capturing images for the data set from a camera attached to the PC. When run, this script will run continuously and take pictures whenever the spacebar is pressed (or until ESC is used to quit).

This script depends on FFMPEG, which can be installed with the following command:

```
$ sudo apt install ffmpeg
```

We recommend capturing at least 300 images in a wide range of angles and lighting conditions in order to generate a useful inference model. If 300 pictures does not produce acceptable inference results once the model has been trained, it may be desirable to revisit this step and take even more.

Store the images output by this step into a single directory (e.g. /shared/tlt/workspace/data/organs).

Note: If the camera you are using for this step is not /dev/video0, you will need to change the device via the --dev <dev> parameter.
**Note:** The steps in this documentation assume that you are overwriting the sample *organs* data set with your own custom data set. This simplifies the process since many of the scripts included have been hard coded to use specific paths and the *organs* data set name. If you would like to change the name or path for your data set, it may be required to modify the scripts that are used to reflect the new names or paths.

## 8.2 Labeling the Data Set

Once you have a data set, you will need to label it. These instructions use CVAT from OpenCV to perform labeling.

1. Install CVAT using these instructions.
2. Use Google Chrome to navigate to [http://localhost:8080/dashboard/](http://localhost:8080/dashboard/). This will launch CVAT.
3. Register a new user for CVAT. See the CVAT User Guide for more details.

4. Click **Create New Task** and specify the following:
   a. **Name:** Enter a name for the task (e.g. “Organs”).
   b. **Labels:** Add all labels that will be used with the data set as a space-separated list (e.g. “stomach intestines liver”).
   c. **Select Files:** Select the folder containing your image data set.
5. Click **Submit** to create the task.

6. Click the **Jobs** link associated with your new task.

7. Click **Create Shape** to create a bounding box for the selected label. Repeat this step for all labels added in step 4b.

8. Go to the next image and repeat step 7. Repeat this step until all images are labeled.

9. Select **Open Menu > Save Work**.

10. Select **Open Menu > Dump Annotation**. Then select **PASCAL VOC ZIP 1.0**. This should generate a ZIP file containing the annotations as XML files.
11. Copy the generated ZIP file to the same directory as your original image data set (e.g. `/shared/tlt/workspace/data/organs`).
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Training the Neural Network

Once a data set has been created and annotated, the Transfer Learning Toolkit (TLT) can be used to train a neural network and output a model that can used for inference by DeepStream and the sample application.

These instructions can be used to train a model using a custom data set that was generated in the previous step, or can simply be followed as-is as an exercise to regenerate a model from the sample data set. Note that the sample applications already include the sample models, however, so this step is optional if not replacing the sample model in the application.

Note: These instructions assume the following local file structure: /shared/tlt/workspace. If your directory is structured differently, you will need to alter the file paths used below and edit the script files used in these instructions.


2. Once logged in, go to Setup > Generate API Key > Get API Key. The API key will be needed below to log in through the container, below (via ngc config set).

3. Install the Transfer Learning Toolkit for Video Streaming Analytics Docker image with the following command:

   $ docker pull nvcr.io/nvidia/tlt-streamanalytics:v2.0_py3

4. Run the TLT Docker image using the following command:

   $ docker run --gpus all -it --rm --name tlt-2.0 -v /shared/tlt/...workspace:/workspace/tlt-experiments -w /workspace/tlt-experiments -w nvcr.io/nvidia/tlt-streamanalytics:v2.0_py3 /bin/bash

   Note: The TLT containers may not work when VPN is connected. If running the TLT containers does not work, disconnect the VPN connection, if connected, and try again.

5. Log into NGC using the API key that you got from step 2 (accept defaults for other options):

   $ ngc config set
6. Copy ~/.ngc/config to ngc_config:

```bash
$ cp ~/.ngc/config ngc_config
```

7. Run the `bin/detectnet.sh` script and provide the name of the dataset.

```bash
$ bin/detectnet.sh --dataset <dataset name>
```

Where `<dataset name>` would be organs if using the sample dataset.

**Note:** The `detectnet.sh` script assumes your data set is located in `/workspace/tlt-experiments/data/<dataset-name>`. You will provide the name of the dataset in the next step via the parameter to the `detectnet.sh` script. The following are additional requirements for the dataset:

- All images start with the `<dataset-name>-`
- All annotations start with the `<dataset-name>-`
- The images and annotation files start at ‘0’ and be numbered consecutively without missing numbers.
- The annotations ZIP file is named `<dataset-name>.zip`.
- The model-specific spec files are located in `spec/<dataset-name>/`.

8. The previous step trains the neural network using TLT and outputs the trained models (the `*.etlt` files) to `/workspace/tlt-experiments/results/experiment_dir_final`

   In addition to the `*.etlt` model files, the models are also run through the x86 version of the `tlt-convert` in order to generate the TensorRT engine files that can be used with the TensorRT version and GPU architecture of the Linux host on which the script was run.

   If the TensorRT engine files (i.e. `*.trt`) are to be used on another x86 machine with a different GPU or TensorRT version, the **Creating Linux TensorRT Engines** steps below must be followed to generate the engine files specific to that platform.
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Creating Jetson TensorRT Engines

Once the TLT model files (*.etlt) have been created, they must be converted to the platform-specific TensorRT engine files on the Jetson AGX device that they will be used. Follow these steps to transfer the training data to the Jetson AGX and create the TensorRT engine files.

1. Download the Jetson-specific TensorRT 7.1 tlt-converter binary and copy it to the Jetson device to a location accessible through $PATH (e.g. /usr/bin).
2. Copy the following files from the /experiment_dir_final directory to a local directory on Jetson:
   - calibration.bin
   - resnet18_detector.etlt
   - resnet18_detector_int8.etlt
3. Copy the bin/detectnet_convert.sh script to the same directory.
4. Run the detectnet_convert.sh script.

The Jetson *.trt engine files will be output into the same directory as the script. To use these new engine files, copy them to the DeepStream application directory or reference them from the DeepStream application configuration.
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Creating Linux TensorRT Engines

If the x86 Linux host does not execute the generated TRT engine binaries due to a diverging GPU architecture or TensorRT version, please follow these steps on the host that the engines will be used:

1. Copy the `tlt-converter` binary from the Transfer Learning Toolkit container image into a location accessible through `$PATH` (e.g. `/usr/bin`):

   ```bash
   $ docker run -it --rm -v /usr/bin:/out nvcr.io/nvidia/tlt-streamanalytics:v2.0_py3 cp '/opt/nvidia/tools/tlt-converter /out'
   ```

2. Copy the following files from the `/experiment_dir_final` directory to a local directory:
   - `calibration.bin`
   - `resnet18_detector.etlt`
   - `resnet18_detector_int8.etlt`

3. Copy the `bin/detectnet_convert.sh` script to the same directory.

4. Run the `detectnet_convert.sh` script.

The x86 `*.trt` engine files will be output into the same directory as the script. To use these new engine files, copy them to the DeepStream application directory or reference them from the DeepStream application configuration.

**Note:** If the engine files included with the sample application do not work on an x86 host due to diverging GPU architecture or TensorRT version, the above steps can be followed using the `calibration.bin` and `*.etlt` files that are included with the sample application in the directory `/opt/nvidia/clara-agx-sdk/clara-agx-deepstream-sample/model/organs/`. 
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DeepStream and Endoscopy Sample Apps

12.1 Jetson AGX

12.1.1 Installation

Install the Debian file for the Clara AGX DeepStream sample using the following command. If Clara AGX SDK was installed using NVIDIA SDK Manager, this step can be skipped.

```
$ sudo apt install ./clara-agx-deepstream-sample-src_*_arm64.deb
```

**Note:** This package has the following dependencies, which will be automatically installed with the above command:

- cmake
- v4l-utils
- libgtk2.0-dev
- libgtk-3-dev
- libgstreamer1.0-dev
- libgstreamer-plugins-base1.0-dev

**Important:** If you are re-installing or updating the Clara AGX DeepStream Sample package, you need to remove the old version first. See the *Updating the DeepStream or Endoscopy Sample Apps* section below for more information.

12.1.2 Endoscopy Sample Application

Follow these steps to run the Endoscopy Sample Application:

1. Navigate to the installation directory:

```
$ cd /opt/nvidia/clara-agx-sdk/clara-agx-deepstream-sample/build/EndoscopyJetsonAGXSample
```
2. Run the application:

```
$ ./EndoscopyJetsonAGXSample
```

The application window should appear.

- All connected cameras should be visible on the top right.
- Select a source by clicking one of the buttons named "Endoscope <N>", where <N> corresponds to the video source.
- The main window area should show “Loading…” on the bottom while the camera is being initialized. When ready, the main window area will start displaying the live video stream from the camera.
Important: If the application fails to play with an internal data stream error, ensure that the configuration in `ejas_config.txt` is correct as described below in *Camera Configuration for the Sample Apps*.

- Click any of the "Class Control" buttons to dynamically enable or disable the bounding boxes and labels of detected objects.
- Click the button on the bottom right to quit the application.

Tip: By default, the app will launch with the FP16 network enabled. You can switch the network to FP32 or INT8 by changing the "model-engine-file" and "network mode" in the `esjas_nvinfer_config.txt` file.

Tip: By default, the app launches with the configuration parameters defined in the `esjas_config.txt` file. You can either modify start-up parameters there or create your own configuration file and start the application with `$ ./EndoscopyJetsonAGXSample -c <your_config_file>`

### 12.1.3 DeepStream Sample Application

Follow these steps to run the DeepStream Sample Application:

1. Navigate to the installation directory:

   ```$ cd /opt/nvidia/clara-agx-sdk/clara-agx-deepstream-sample/build/DeepstreamJetsonAGXSample```

2. Run the application:
3. The application window should appear.

- All connected cameras should be visible on the right.
- Use **Enable** to select which camera streams to process. This only works before you play the stream the first time after starting the application.
- Use **Flip** to flip the video stream across the horizontal axis (if available). This only works before you play the stream the first time after starting the application.
- Check the **Enable Streaming** box on the bottom to stream the processed output as a raw h.264 UDP stream. Once this box is checked, you can define the **Host Port** and **Host IP** address of the streaming destination. See the **Streaming DeepStream Sample to Host** section below for details on how to receive the stream on the host.

- Click the green arrow to start video capture and object detection.
Important: If the application fails to play with an internal data stream error, ensure that the configuration in dsjas_config.txt is correct as described below in Camera Configuration for the Sample Apps.

- Close the app to end the capture session.

Tip: By default the app launches with the FP16 network enabled. You can switch the network to FP32 or INT8 by changing the "model-engine-file" and "network mode" in the “dsjas_nvinfer_config.txt” file.

12.2 Linux x86 DeepStream Sample

Note: The Linux x86 AGX DeepStream Sample App only works with USB cameras. To avoid bandwidth issues, ensure that each USB camera is connected to its own USB controller. Depending on the motherboard in use, it is typically sufficient to connect one camera to the front and one to the back of the PC.

Note: On Linux x86, you may need to re-convert the TRT engines for your specific GPU architecture. Unlike with Tegra, it is difficult to predict the exact version of GPU and software running on your PC. In this case, please follow the instructions under Model Creation > Creating Linux TensorRT Engines.

1. Ensure all Linux x86 prerequisites are installed as described on the Prerequisites page.

2. Install the Debian file for the Clara AGX DeepStream Sample:

   $ sudo apt install ./clara-agx-deepstream-sample-src_*_amd64.deb

Important: If you are re-installing or updating the Clara AGX DeepStream Sample package, you need to remove the old version first. See the Updating the DeepStream or Endoscopy Sample Apps section below for more information.

3. Navigate to the installation directory:

   $ cd /opt/nvidia/clara-agx-sdk/clara-agx-deepstream-sample/build/

   → DeepstreamLinuxHostSample

4. Run the application:

   $ ./DeepstreamLinuxHostSample

   The application window should appear. See Step 5 of the Jetson AGX section above for more details about the application.
12.3 Streaming DeepStream Sample to Host

Run the following command on the x86 Linux or Windows host in order to receive the video stream output by the DeepStream sample application:

```
$ gst-launch-1.0 udpsrc port=5000 ! application/x-rtp,encoding-name=H264, payload=96 ! rtph264depay ! queue ! avdec_h264 ! autovideosink sync=false
```

12.4 Camera Configuration for the Sample Apps

The image resolution, framerate, and color format used for the video streams in the sample applications are set in the corresponding configuration files (e.g. `ejas_config.txt` for the Endoscopy sample), and must match a mode that is supported by all of the cameras being used by the sample. The default settings for the Jetson AGX samples are for a BGRA 1920x1080 at 60FPS video stream, which matches the video mode that is supported by the CSI HDMI Input Board included with the Clara AGX Developer Kit. If a USB camera device is being used that outputs a different resolution and/or YUV image format, for example, then this configuration must be adjusted to match the mode provided by the USB camera.

The `v4l2-ctl` tool can be used to query the camera modes supported by a Linux camera device. The following, for example, is the command and part of the output generated for a Logitech C310 camera attached to `/dev/video1`:

```
$ v4l2-ctl -d /dev/video1 --all
Format Video Capture:
   Width/Height   : 640/480
   Pixel Format   : 'YUYV'
   Frames per second: 30.000 (30/1)
```

Which shows that the camera outputs a YUYV 640x480 at 30FPS video stream. The settings used in the sample configuration file would then be

```
camera-capture-format=YUY2
camera-capture-width=640
camera-capture-height=480
camera-capture-fps=30
```

Note that the YUYV format output by the `v4l2-ctl` command corresponds to the YUY2 format used by the GStreamer capture plugin in the application, hence the use of YUY2 in the configuration file.

It is not currently possible to stream multiple input devices at the same time that use different image formats; all cameras enabled for streaming must support the same configuration.

An “internal data stream error” will be output if this format configuration is incorrect.

12.5 Updating the DeepStream or Endoscopy Sample Apps

If you wish to update the Clara AGX DeepStream Sample package to a new version, you must remove the currently installed Debian package first. To do so, use the following command:
$ sudo apt remove clara-agx-deepstream-sample-src

Then, perform the installation as described in the steps above.
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SUPRA - Open Source SW Beamforming Application

1. Install and build prerequisites:

   $ sudo apt install cmake cmake-gui qt5-default libtbb-dev
   → libopenigtlink-dev libcpprest-dev libboost-all-dev

2. Install the nvSUPRA Debian file, which will self-build:
   a. For Linux x86:

      Important: You must either set CUDA_TOOLKIT_ROOT_DIR in your environment variables or create a symbolic link from /usr/local/cuda to your CUDA installation directory (e.g. ln -s /usr/local/cuda-10.2 /usr/local/cuda).

      $ dpkg -i supra-src_*_amd64.deb

   b. For Jetson AGX:

      $ dpkg -i supra-src_*_arm64.deb

3. Navigate to the installation directory:

   $ cd /opt/supra/src/build

4. Run the GUI application:

   $ src/GraphicInterface/SUPRA_GUI -c data/configDemo.xml -a

5. Enable the visualization for all phases except “MHD”. If it doesn’t autostart, run execution by clicking Start.